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INVESTIGATING THE EFFECT OF MULTIPLE RECYCLING ON THE
ENZYMATIC IMPROVEMENT OF RECYCLED FIBER
Kraig Anthony Weber, B.S.
Western Michigan University, 1996
Through the application of enzymes, the freeness of recycled pulps can be
improved; however, with the improvements in freeness, there may also be a loss of
strength. As enzyme effectiveness depends on the fiber degradation and fines content
of the pulp, it also. depends on the amount of recycling that the pulp has undergone.
To evaluate the relationships that exist between enzyme treatments and the
number of recycles the fiber has undergone, a virgin CTMP was recycled three times.
At each recycle enzymes were applied to the pulp. One leg of the experiment
involved a repetitive enzyme treatment of the pulp, before each recycle.
Freeness improvements were achieved at all levels of recycling. The single
enzyme treatments were the most effective at improving freeness. The biggest
improvement (16.4%) was achieved with a single enzyme treatment after two recycles.
Significant losses in sheet strength were observed. Strength losses were
more severe in the repeatedly enzyme treated pulps. The repeated enzyme treatment of
pulp accelerates the degradation of fibers. The reduction of surface area in the fines
fraction as a result of enzyme action can be attributed, in part, to the strength losses of
the pulp.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
As the paper industry proceeds into the twenty-first century, the demand for
recycled (recovered) fiber will increase sharply. The levels of recovered fiber used in
paper manufacture have been increasing steadily over the past ten years. In 1991,
recovered fiber comprised 37% of the raw material used world wide in paper
manufacture. In Japan, a country without a forest resource, over 50% of the raw
material used in paper manufacture is recovered fiber (I).
To further advance the use of recycled fiber in paper/board manufacture,
current methods of treating the reclaimed paper will have to be modified. Recycled
fibers have lower strength and water drainage capability than primary fibers.
These deficiencies are intensified as the fibers are recycled two, three and, in some
cases, four or more times (2).
As the freeness of a pulp affects the speed at which a paper machine can
operate, an increase in the freeness of recycled pulps would contribute to greater
production levels. Slower draining pulps require more exposure time to foils and
suction boxes to remove the necessary amount of water from the pulp. To provide
this time, the paper machine operational speed must be lowered, decreasing the
production level of the paper machine. High freeness pulps would also allow
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papermakers to use more dilute slurries in the headbox, resulting in better formation
and increased paper strength (3).
Recently, studies have been done to improve the quality of recycled pulp
involving the use of enzymes. The exact way in which enzyme treatment may
improve recycled pulps is unknown. Studies have suggested that the enzymes may
affect the depth and diameter of the fiber pores (4), or physically alter the structure of
the fiber cell wall (5).
Other studies suggest that when attempting to improve pulp quality through
enzyme treatment, there are two primary pulp properties that need to be considered.
They are: (a) the amount of fines present in the pulp suspension, and (b) the original
pulping method (GW, TMP, CTMP, or Kraft) used in preparing the fibers (1).
In controlled experiments, enzyme treated recycled pulps have shown better
freeness; and, enzymes applied to pulps that are predominantly chemithermo
mechanical pulps (CTMP) resulted in slight increases in paper strength (I).
In previous studies, however, there is no way to evaluate how many times the
fibers were recycled before the enzyme treatment was evaluated. The fiber loses
significant amounts of strength and substance each time it is recycled (2). When
fibers are recycled numerous times, the amount of fines present in the pulp suspension
can be expected to increase. One study found that, over four recycles, the amount of
fines present increased from 16% to 35% (2). This shows that two major factors (the
physical characteristics of the fiber and the amount of fines present) that influence
enzyme treatment of pulp are dependant upon the number of recycles. Therefore, it is
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necessary to consider the number of recycles when evaluating the effect of enzyme
treatment on recycled pulps.
This project will investigate the relationships that exist between the effects
of enzyme treatment and the number of times the fibers have been recycled.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Variables Associated with the Pulp Properties
While the exact mechanism by which enzymes interact with fibers is not
known, it is suggested that enzymes do affect the physical characteristics of the fiber.
It is also known that the amount of fines present in a pulp suspension affects the
effectiveness of enzyme treatment. These two conditions are dependant upon
the number of recycles experienced by the fibers, and have an effect on the
evaluation of enzymatic treatment.
The method by which the fibers were originally pulped also influences the
results of enzymatic treatment. Fibers that have been pulped chemically have been
found to react negatively with enzyme treatment, experiencing severe strength loss.
Fibers that were not chemically pulped have been found to react more favorably with
the enzyme, showing improved water drainage capability. It is necessary to consider
these conditions when attempting to evaluate enzyme treatment of recycled pulps.
Fines Content of the Pulp Suspension
In a previous study ( 1 ), pulp, treated with enzymes ( cellulases and
4
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hemicellulases), was fractionated (Bauer McNett), and the water retention values
(WRV) of each fiber length fraction were examined. The results showed that, in the
longer fiber fractions (R30, R50), no change in WRV was noticed. In the R200
fraction, there was a noticeable decrease in the water retention values. The benefits
of the enzyme treatment seem to be restricted to the fines fraction (1 ), indicating
that the enzymes are able to degrade the fines more effectively than the longer fibers.
The effectiveness of enzyme action on the fines fraction is contributed to by the
large amounts of surface area that the fines add to the pulp suspension.
While fines are primarily comprised of hemicellulose, through further
comparisons, it was found that cellulase activity, specifically endoglucanase, was
essential for water drainage improvements. Potentially, pulps with a higher fines
content could experience larger increases in water drainage.
Original Pulping Method
The original pulping process used in the preparation of the fibers must be
considered when using enzymatic treatment. Mechanical pulping produces short,
lignin containing fibers. Chemical pulps contain long, strong and flexible fibers
with very little lignin present. The differences in fiber structure and amount of lignin
present will influence the effectiveness of enzyme treatment.
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Mechanical Pulps
Mechanical pulps, pulps containing lignin, experienced increased water
drainage with minimal losses of strength. From these studies, it is believed that
endoglucanase activity degrades the longer fibers, creatil).g a higher fines content. It
was found that endoglucanase alone, is responsible for the cleavage of amorphous
cellulosic material from the long fibers (I). However, it is the cleavage of these
materials that interferes with interfiber bonding and decreases paper strength.
In the case of CTMP, the breaking length of paper, made from enzyme treated
pulp, was slightly increased. This slight increase is contributed to by the fact that
CTMP fibers may be more flexible than fines. As the fines are degraded by enzymes,
the CTMP fibers experienced less interference of interfiber bonding (I).
Chemical Pulps
Fibers that have been chemically pulped disintegrate in the presence of
enzymes. The chemical pulps do not have lignin present to shield the long fibers
from the cleaving action of the enzymes. These pulps will have increased water
drainage as a result, but the strength of these pulps are abysmal (I).
Physical Characteristics of the Fibers
Fibers that lose substantial amounts of substance and strength due to
numerous recyclings may also influence the effectiveness of enzymatic treatment.
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Fibers that have been recycled several times will be frayed. The frayed fibers will
have more surface area available for reaction with the enzymes, resulting in more
enzyme activity and better water drainage values.
These properties of pulps must all be considered when evaluating the
effectiveness of enzyme treatment. However, it is also important to realize, that
some of these variables depend on how many times the fibers have been recycled.
Variables Associated with Enzyme Treatment Conditions
In the studies that have been done on the enzymatic treatment of recycled
pulp, it was shown that several variables need to be controlled during the enzyme
treatment of recycled pulps. These are: (a) the temperature, (b) pH, and (c) the
consistency of the pulp suspension, (d) the enzyme dosage, (e) amount of
time the enzyme is allowed to react with the pulp, and (f) the type of activity the
enzyme exhibits (i.e. xylanase, mannanase, glucanase, etc.) ( 1,2,4,6-8).
Temperature of Pulp Suspension
The temperature of the pulping conditions must be controlled to maintain
enzyme activity. From the literature, reaction temperatures for the hemicellulases
ranged from 40 to 60 degrees Celsius. The temperature range for cellulases,
specifically, endoglucanase, was more restricted, ranging from 37 to 40 degrees
Celsius. Temperature is also used to stop enzyme reactions. The suspension
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can either be cooled or heated to cease enzyme activity.
Acidity of the Pulping Suspension
In all previous studies, the enzyme treatments were administered in acidic
conditions. The pH range of hemicellulases and cellulases were observed from
4.8 to 7.5 (4). The most recent work has all been done at pH 5.0. These pulps were
buffered with 0.05 molar phosphate solution. It is necessary to maintain these
conditions to promote enzyme activity.
Consistency of the Pulp Suspension
Consistencies of the pulps being treated were found to vary widely.
Procedures included pulp consistencies ranging from 2.8 percent to 15 percent.
Enzyme Dosage
Enzyme dosages are reported in international units (IU) per mL. of enzyme
preparation. Enzyme dosage has also been measured in volume of enzyme
preparation to weight of oven dry pulp ratio. There is a noticeable difference in the
enzyme dosages that have been used for cellulases and hemicellulases. The cellulase
dosages (12 IU) are found to be less than hemicellulase dosages (52 IU).
Presumably, the low cellulase dosages are in an effort to preserve long fibers.
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Time Allowed for Enzyme Reaction
The times allowed for enzymes to react with fibers were found to range from
one hour to as long as 24 hours. The most common reaction time, for lignin
containing pulps, was four hours. Chemical pulps expo�ed to enzymes for four hours
were severely degraded.
Enzyme Activity
Many studies have been done involving hemicellulases. Xylanase, a
hemicellulase, has been used industrially as a pretreatment for softwood kraft pulps
before delignification (6). The use of hemicellulases has lowered chlorine chemical
consumption in bleaching. Cellulases are enzymes that will degrade cellulose
material including the long fibers required for good bonding and sheet strength.
However, it has been found that cellulases, and specifically endoglucanases are
essential in the improvement of dewatering properties of pulps (I). Endoglucanases
have been used to increase the freeness of recycled pulps with only slight losses of
sheet strength.
Each of these variables will influence the effectiveness of enzymatic
treatment on the dewatering of recycled pulps. Therefore, all of these variables must
be considered when deciding on the enzyme treatment conditions.
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Investigating the Effect of Numerous Recycles on Enzyme Treatment
It has been shown that recycled pulps can be improved by using enzymatic
treatment. A question remains, however, as to the effect of several recycles on
the benefits imparted by enzyme treatment.
Maintaining a world wide recycled fiber use rate of over 50% means that at
any one time, over one half of the material being recycled will already have been
through one or more recycles. It is necessary to investigate the relationships
between enzyme treatment and the number of times the fibers have been recycled.
Some investigations have shown that after a fiber has been recycled four
times, it can not be effectively reused (2). Perhaps the use of enzymes will help
increase the number of feasible recycles.
The next step in the investigation of enzyme treatment on recycled pulps
is to determine how the effectiveness of enzyme treatment will change with the
amount of recycling the pulp has undergone.

CHAPTER III
GOAL OF THE PROJECT
Goal
The goal of this project is to investigate the relationships that exist between
enzymatic improvement in recycled fibers and the number of recycles the fibers have
undergone.
Two factors that are believed to influence the enzymatic treatment of
pulps are the amount of fiber cell wall degradation that has occurred and the amount
of fines that are present in the pulp suspension. These properties are dependant upon
the amount of recycling a pulp has experienced and must be considered when
evaluating enzyme effectiveness.
Objectives
The objectives that will be undertaken in accomplishing the goal of the
project are:
I. An examination of the effect of multiple recycles on enzyme treatment
and how the ability of enzymes to affect a pulp changes with multiple recycles.
2. A comparison in pulp freeness between multiple recycle pulps and enzyme
treated multiple recycle pulps.
11
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3. A comparison in sheet strength between multiple recycle pulps and
enzyme treated multiple recycle pulps.
Thus, this project will be an exploratory investigation into the relationships
that exist in the application of enzymes to improve recy�led fiber characteristics.

CHAPTER IV
EXPERIMENT AL DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
General Design Overview
An industrial chemithermomechanical pulp was chosen as the original
pulping source, and was obtained (7 .3 kg o.d) from Menasha Corporation's
corrugated medium mill in Otsego, Michigan. This decision was based on
previous studies that showed a favorable reaction of CTMP to enzyme treatment (1 ).
The enzyme used in this project is an endoglucanase, SP 476, manufactured by Novo
Nordisk Biochem, North America, Inc.
The schematic of the experimental design is given in Figure I.
From the virgin stock of CTMP, Noble and Wood handsheets were made.
Enough handsheets were made to provide the amount of fiber that was required
in the subsequent recycles. There was no enzyme treatment of the pulp prior to the
making of the initial handsheets, as the focus of this project involves recycled pulps,
and not virgin pulps.
The original pulp handsheets were made both for testing and to provide
fiber for the subsequent recycles. The handsheets were separated into two groups.
Group one was treated with the endoglucanase. Group two (not treated with
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enzyme), will serve as a reference for the enzyme treated pulp, and provide the fiber
needed for subsequent recycles. This will constitute the first recycle.
The two pulps and the handsheets made from these pulps were tested to
allow for comparison between enzyme treated and enzyme free recycled pulps.
Testing Methods
In the first, and subsequent recycles, enzyme treated and enzyme-free pulps,
as well as handsheets made from these pulps, were tested to provide data for
analysis of the relationships that exist between enzyme treatment, the number of
recycles, and the water drainage improvement capability of the enzymes.
Evaluation of Pulps
Pulps, both enzyme treated and enzyme-free, were evaluated for freeness
(T 227 OM-92). Over several recycles, as the fibers are degraded and fines are
generated, the freeness of the pulps should decrease. Freeness testing of the pulps
will provide data for any improvements that the enzymes will make in the dewatering
properties of the pulp.
Evaluation of Handsheets
After the freeness evaluation, handsheets were made (T 205 OM-88) and
tested for tear (T 414 OM-88), burst (T 403 OM-91) and tensile strength
(T 494 OM-88). These strength tests were used to determine the amount of
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strength loss experienced when enzymes are used in the pulping process. When the
testing of handsheets _is called for, eight handsheets were tested to represent that
set.
Initial Enzyme Treated Pulp
The handsheets from group one (enzyme treated) were repulped, and
subjected to a second enzyme treatment. The pulp, and handsheets made from the
pulp, were evaluated according to the testing methods. This will constitute the
second recycle. The handsheets were continued to be repulped, enzyme treated and
evaluated for a third recycle.
This leg of the experimental design represents the results that could be
expected from a continuous enzyme treatment of recycled pulp process. It will
demonstrate the permanence of enzyme treatment through several recycles. It will
also provide information as to whether second and third enzyme treatments
can further improve upon the benefits gained by the initial treatment. This
information would be essential to evaluate the validity of implementing a continuous
enzyme treatment process in a recycled fiber mill.
Initial Enzyme-Free Pulp
Handsheets from group two (enzyme free) were repulped. A portion (20 g.)
of the pulp will be treated with endoglucanase. After evaluation of the pulps,
handsheets will be made and tested from both the treated and untreated pulps. This
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will constitute the second recycle.
The handsheets from the second recycle that remain enzyme-free provided
the fiber for the third recycle. Similarly, a portion of the repulped handsheets were
treated with endoglucanase. At each recycle, the untreated pulps serve as a
reference for the enzyme treated pulps.
This leg of the experiment will provide information that will allow a
comparison of enzyme treated pulps to enzyme-free pulps at one, two, and three
recycles. As the amount of recycling is increased, the amount of degradation and
fines generation will increase. As these properties increase the effectiveness of
enzyme treatment should improve.
The data obtained will be analyzed to determine the effect of multiple
recycles on enzyme treatment, and how the ability of enzymes to affect a pulp
changes with multiple recycles. Drainage and sheet strength comparison of enzyme
treated and enzyme-free recycled pulps will also be investigated.
Recycling Procedures
To prepare the handsheets for recycling in the PFI mill, sets of 30 o.d. grams
of fiber were soaked in 500 ml of distilled water for 30 minutes and dispersed in the
T APPi disintegrator for 30,000 revolutions. The slurry was filtered using a buchner
funnel, and the filtrate was refiltered to retain the fines that were present in the pulp.
The mat of fiber (30 o.d. grams) was adjusted to 10% consistency. These
preparations are necessary to meet the requirements of PFI mill operation. The pulp
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was refined in the PFI mill for 30,000 revolutions at a clearance of 1/100th of an
inch.
Untreated Recycles
After refining in the PFI mill, the freeness (CSF) of the pulp was determined.
This value was recorded as the freeness of the control pulp at that recycle.
Handsheets were made for the testing of strength properties and to provide fiber for
the next recycle. The handsheets for testing were allowed to air dry, while the
handsheets for further recycling were aged at 105 °C for 18 hours. This accelerated
aging technique was used to represent the normal aging that would occur between the
recyclings of fiber in the waste paper stream.
Enzyme Treated Recycles
The recycling procedures through the PFI mill remained the same for enzyme
treated recycles. After refining in the PFI mill, the pulp freeness was determined.
This value was recorded as the pre enzyme treatment freeness. The pulp was then
diluted to 3% consistency and enzymes were applied to the pulp under the conditions
given in Enzyme Treatment Conditions. After treatment, the pulp's freeness was
determined. This value was recorded as the post enzyme treatment freeness. The
pre-enzyme treatment freeness and the post enzyme treatment freeness were used to
determine the improvement in freeness as a result of enzymatic treatment.
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Enzyme Treatment Conditions
Studies have been done to determine the optimum conditions for improving
the water drainage capability of recycled pulps through the use of SP 476
(endoglucanase). The studies considered variables such as enzyme dosage, pH,
temperature, incubation time and the nature of the pulp (chemical/mechanical) being
treated (8). Based on this information, Table 1 summarizes the conditions that were
used in the enzyme treatment of the pulps in this project.
Table 1
Optimized Conditions for SP 476 Application

Enzyme Activity:

12 IU/ml

Enzyme Dosage:

I%, v/w (ml/100 O.D. grams)

Incubation Time:

60 minutes

Pulp Consistency:

3%

pH of Pulp Suspension:

7.1 - 7.2

Temperature of Incubation:

38 - 40 degrees Celsius

Original Pulping Method

Chemi-thermomechanical

The pulp, at 3% consistency, was buffered with a 0.1 M sodium bicarbonate sulfuric acid buffer. The temperature was maintained through the use of a water bath
set to 40 °C.

CHAPTER V
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Improvements in Pulp Freeness
Through the course of recycling, the amount of fiber degradation and fines
generation will increase. This contributes to decreasing freeness with increased
amounts of recycling as the accumulating fines fraction is primarily responsible for
freeness decreases (9).
Single Enzyme Treatment Pulps
Figure 2 shows the relationship between the improvement from a recycled
pulp treated once with enzymes and the control (untreated) pulp over three recycles.
The enzyme treatment was applied at the end of the recycling process, so that a once
treated enzyme pulp at two recycles was recycled once without enzymes, and in the
second recycle enzymes were applied. Likewise, a single treated pulp at three
recycles has been recycled twice without enzymes and during the third recycle,
enzymes were applied.
The third recycle in Figure 2 is represented by 5500 revolutions in the PFI
mill as opposed to the 15,000 revolutions represented by the first and second
recycles. The adjustment was made to keep the freeness within a reasonable range.
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At 15,000 revolutions the freeness of the control pulp had actually increased to 595
mL. and at 7500 revolutions it was at 447 mL. The third recycle at 5500 revolutions
tested at 359 mL of Canadian Standard Freeness. The enzyme treatments of these
extensively refined pulps still showed improvements in freeness. The extensively
recycled pulps and the improvements in freeness from the enzyme treatment of these
pulps are represented in Figure 3.

Freeness Improvement in Recycled Pulps
Single Enzyme Treatment
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Freeness Improvement in Recycled Pulps
Single Enzyme Treatment
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It can be seen, that for all levels of recycling, a single treatment of the
endoglucanase on recycled pulps improves the freeness of the pulp.
The single enzyme treated pulps showed improvement in freeness through the
three recycles. Improvements in freeness were also observed in the extensively
refined portions of the third recycle.
As the fibers are refined through recycling, individual fibers are degraded and
become frayed. The fines content of the pulp will also increase. Both of these
factors provide surface area to the suspension and decreases the freeness of the pulp.
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The reaction of SP 476, an endoglucanase, with the pulp increases the
freeness of the suspension. Endoglucanase is active toward the cellulose portion of
the pulp; it dissolves the cellulose portion of the pulp. To obtain an increase in the
freeness of a recycled pulp, the mechanism of the degradation of fibers and
generation of fines must be counteracted.
The study by Stork, and his colleagues, suggests that the action of enzymes is
limited to the fines fraction of the pulp (1). As recycling increases the amount of
amorphous cellulose regions on the fiber and the amount of fines present in the
solution, the application of endoglucanase appears to dissolve those regions of
cellulose and reduce the surface area of the fines fraction. This "reverse refining" is
responsible for the increases in freeness that was observed through all recycles.
The amount of freeness improvement of the recycled pulps varied with the
number of recycles. As shown in Figure 2, the level of freeness improvement
increased through the three recycles. Improvements in freeness were 6.6%, 9.0%
and 16.4%, at 1, 2 and 3 recycles, respectively. This trend suggests that with the
increased fines generation and fiber degradation, there was more opportunity for the
enzymes to interact with the pulp.
The third recycling produced two pulps in which the freeness actually
increased with refining. This phenomenon is understandable when considering that
the extensive refining that the pulps have undergone through the three recycles. The
fibers, at this point, are extensively degraded and have lost their ability to retain
water. The fines are not large enough to be retained by the mesh of the freeness
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tester and before a mat of fibers can form, much of the water has drained through the
screen.
Enzyme treatment on the extensively refined pulp (Figure 3) was successful in
improving the freeness of the pulp. However, the amount of improvement was not
as great as the improvement made in the third recycle. Understandably, the
contribution to freeness of the enzyme application was not as significant as the
extensive degradation of fiber and fines.
Repeated Enzyme Treatment Pulps
Improvements in freeness were realized through the three recycles of the
continuously treated pulps. The same trend of extensive refining was also
experienced (at an accelerated rate) by the continuously enzyme treated recycled
pulps. The third recycle, in this case, is represented by only 3000 revolutions in the
PFI mill. Figure 4 relates the repeatedly enzyme treated pulps to the control pulp.
In the repeatedly treated pulps, the fibers were degraded through refining, and
treated by enzymes (further degradation) at each recycle. The compounded
degrading of fibers decreased the amount of recycling the fibers could withstand. By
the third recycle, just 3000 revolutions in the PFI mill (as opposed to 5500 for the
single treated pulps) was more than adequate to take the fibers past the reasonable
levels of refining (Figure 4).
After three recycles, the improvements in freeness made by the continuous
recycles were significantly less than the improvement made by the single treatment
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Freeness Improvements in Recycled Pulps
Continuous Enzyme Treatm.ent
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enzyme pulps. For the single treatment pulps, a 16.4% increase in freeness was
achieved at three recycles, while the continuous pulps achieved a 9.0% increase at
three recycles. In the single enzyme treatment of a thrice recycled pulp, the surface
area of the pulp has been increased through three recycles. The application of
enzyme to the third recycle pulp produces a large improvement in freeness because of
the greater surface area that the enzymes can react with. In the case of repeatedly
enzyme treated pulps, the increases in surface area through recycling is partially
offset by the enzyme action in the preceding cycles. The surface area development in
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the single enzyme treatment pulps is not available to the repeatedly treated pulps.
Therefore, the improvements in freeness, at increased levels of recycling, will be
lower in repeatedly treated pulps.
To contrast the two methods of applying enzymes to recycled pulps (single
and repeated treatments), the percent increase in freeness, at each recycle, of the
enzyme treated pulps were calculated. This data is presented in Table 2.
Table 2
The Percent Increase in Freeness of Enzyme Treated Pulps at Each Recycle

No. of Recycles

Single Treatment

Repeated Treatment

1

+6.6%

+6.6%

2

+9.0%

+IO.I%

3

+16.4%

+9.0%

3 (447)

+14.1%

---

3 (595)

+11.4%

---

The largest improvement in freeness was experienced by the single enzyme
treatment at three recycles.
Losses of Sheet Strength
The endoglucanase action towards the cellulose in the pulp is detrimental to
the sheet strength of the recycled fibers. Handsheets made from the recycled pulps
were tested for tearing strength, bursting strength and tensile strength.
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The losses in strength as a result of the single enzyme treatment of recycled
pulps are presented in Figures 5-7, tearing strength, bursting strength, and tensile
strength, respectively.
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Bursting Strength of Recycled Pulps
Single Enzyme Treatment
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The pulps that were treated with enzyme at each recycle also experienced
strength losses in tear, burst and tensile. These relationships are represented in
Figures 8-10, tearing strength, bursting strength and tensile strength, respectively.

Tearing Strength of Recycled Pulps
Continuous Enzyme Treatment
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Bursting Strength of Recycled Pulps
Continuous Enzyme Treatment
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The application of an endoglucanase on recycled pulps degrades the fibers in
the suspension by trimming away the frayed regions of the fiber. This degradation is
responsible for losses in the sheet strength of enzyme treated pulps.
In single enzyme treatment pulps, the mechanism that reduces sheet strength
has only one chance to affect the pulp. While significant, the losses in strength of the
single enzyme treatments were far less than the losses of strength incurred by the
repeated enzyme treatments.
In the latter case, enzymes will reduce the sheet strength of the pulp once,
twice and three times. In this project, there were extreme losses of sheet strength in
the continuously treated recycled pulps. The severe strength losses in the
continuously treated pulps can also be attributed to the compounded degradation of
the fibers that successive enzyme treatment imparts.
A CTMP was chosen for the original pulping method based on previous work
(1) that showed favorable reactions between endoglucanase and CTMP. Chemical
pulps were found to have extreme strength losses, similar to what was observed in
this project. The degree of strength loss experienced in this project was not
anticipated. Another interesting development was the increase in tearing strength
(Figures 5 and 8) that occurred with increased recycling. It was expected that tear
strength would decrease with increased recycling.
Further investigation revealed literature that cited the differences between
recycled chemical pulps and recycled mechanical pulps (9). For mechanical pulps,
with increased recycling, tear strength decreases as the tensile and burst will increase.
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This is exactly opposite of what was found in this project. For chemical pulps, with
increased recycling, tear strength increases while tensile and burst strength decrease.
This matches the trends that were experienced in this project. The implications are
that the CTMP obtained for this project exhibits properties closely related to
chemical pulps.
Summaries of the strength results given in percent variation from the control
pulps, are given in Table 3, single enzyme treatment, and Table 4, repetitive enzyme
treatment.
Table 3
Sheet Strength Results as a Percent Variation from the Control Pulp For Single
Enzyme Treated Pulps
Comparison

Tear

Burst

Tensile

E:WO

-24.3%

+5.30%

-28.1 %

WO-E:WO-WO

-7.75C/o

-18.7%

-25.3%

WO-WO-E:
WO-WO-WO

-6.96%

-38.9%

-27.8%

Table 4
Sheet Strength Results as a Percent Variation from the Control Pulp For Repeatedly
Enzyme Treated Pulps
Comparison

Tear

Burst

Tensile

E:WO

-24.3%

+5.30%

-28.l %

E-E: WO-WO

-23.5%

-18.7%

-32.2%

E-E-E: WO-WO-WO

-73.8%

-86.2%

-79.8%

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS
Improvements in Freeness
The freeness of recycled pulps can be increased with enzyme treatment. The
most effective way of improving the freeness of recycled pulps is through a single
enzyme treatment. Enzyme application is found to be active, primarily, toward the
fines fraction of the pulp ( 1 ). By utilizing a single enzyme treatment, the surface area
of the pulp, that has increased with recycling, provides for a more effective enzyme
reaction. In the repeated enzyme treatment of recycled pulps, the improvements in
freeness were found to be less than the improvements made by a single enzyme
treatment.
Losses in Sheet Strength
While strength losses for the enzyme treated pulps were significant, the
single enzyme treatment recycled pulps exhibited less of a strength loss than did the
repeatedly treated pulps. In some cases, after three recycles, the repeatedly enzyme
treated pulps experienced as much as an 80% loss of strength compared to the control
pulp at three recycles. The single enzyme treatment pulps saw strength losses of
about 28% at three recycles.
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Appendix A
Canadian Standard Freeness Data
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Table 5
Canadian Standard Freeness Data

Recycle Sequence

CSF (mL)

Initial

571

WO

486

WO-WO

363

WO-WO-WOoast recycle at 5000 rev.>

359

W 0-W0-WOoast recycle at 1500 rev.>

447

WO-WO-WOoast recycle at 15000 rev.>

595

WO-E

399

W 0-W 0-EOast recycle at 5000 rev.)

418

WO-WO-Eoast recycle at 7500 rev.)

510

WO-WO-Eoast recycle at 15000 rev.)

663

E

518

E-E

415

E-E-E

676

Appendix B
Sheet Strength Data
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Table 6
Sheet Strength Data

Tensile Strength

(mN)

Burst
Strength
(psi)

WO

124.3

2.25

836.4

WO-WO

196.2

4.00

1052.

WO-WO-WOoast recycle at 5000 rev.>

219.7

4.38

1129

WO-WO-WOoast recycle at 1500 rev.>

125.6

3.33

857.0

WO-WO-WOoast recycle at 15000 rev.>

104.0

0.33

not available

WO-E

181.0

3.25

786.0

WO-WO-Eoast recycle at 5000 rev.)

204.4

2.67

815.0

WO-WO-Eoast recycle at 1500 rev.>

128.3

1.17

635.0

WO-WO-Eoast recycle at 15000 rev.>

not available

not available

not available

94.1

2.37

601

E-E

150

2.78

713

E-E-E

57.6

0.17

227

Recycle Sequence

E

Tear Force

(Nim)
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